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Embassy Convenes Feb. 26,27 'Maine Calendar'
Illustrated With
Rev. Gordon Day To Speak
Campus Scenes

Number 15

Charles E. Crossland
Holds New Post Here

February 26 and 27 are the dates to*
keep in mind. Dates of what? Well,
Maine students and faculty members
this year will be able to have a Maine
I'll tell you. For those who have reCalendar—now that peace is around
cently arrived upon this buzzing camthe corner. Twelve beautiful photopus, the MCA Embassy is scheduled
graphic cuts have been sent to Boston
to occur on the aforementioned dates.
to be engraved. Most of the photoMr. Charles E. Crossland, ExecuThe Embassy is sometimes called a
graphs were supplied by the Publicity
tive Secretary of the General Alumni
week of religious emphasis, but we at
Professor Clarence E. Bennett, head Office and by Ted Newhall. Sandy
Association of this University, has
Maine prefer to call it an Embassy of the Physics Department, announced Adams is the editor, and Mildred Bybeen
appointed Assistant to the Presironas
is the publicity director of the
because many and varied opinions con- recently
that John Suminsby, former Calendar.
dent of the University of Maine. Alcerning religion and life in general
student of the University of Maine, The Maine Calendar will be bound
though the full scope of the new post
come from everyone on campus.
has not yet been defined, it is expected
All conferences must have themes, has become a member of the Physics in heavy, mottled blue paper. The
that the coordination of public relatwelve cuts will be of large size. To
Department.
or a goal of some type, and the theme
tions, alumni relations, and of the
Mr. Suminsby, who was graduated create a most beautiful effect, the exthis year is to be "Know Your Neighraising of University funds will fall
pensive
engravings
will
be
printed
with
in
honors
from
the University in
bor." Reverend Gardner Day of
within Mr. Crossland's duties.
Cambridge, Mass., a well-qualified man December, 1943, was in the College of greentone ink, a neutralized black ink,
on high-grade gloss paper.
He will continue as Alumni SecreTechnology
and
was
a
member
to be leader of discussions and main
of Tau
tary until other arrangements can be
The drive for republication of the
CHARLES E. CROSSLAND
speaker at the University assembly, Beta Pi and Phi Kappa Phi.
made. Ultimately, Mr. Crossland will
Upon graduation from the Univer- Maine Calendar was started by stuwill be here. Many other well-known
devote all his time to his new position.
men and women of New England will sity of Maine, Mr. Suminsby was em- dents, and the work has been left enMr. Crossland graduated from the
also come to the campus for the two ployed by the Sperry Gyroscope Com- tirely in student hands. This new
rjniversity of Maine in the Class of
days to lead other discussions in the pany in Garden City, New York. student annual publication is a non1917. From the time of his graduadormitories, off-campus, fraternity During his two years there, he worked profit organization. Throughout next
tion, he was connected with the Agrihouses, sorority and non-sorority in the Servo mechanisms laboratory year, students are asked to send piccultural Extension Service of the Coldoing research on navy gun control tures, snapshots, of campus scenes to
groups.
the Maine Calendar, Box 180, Adminlege of Agriculture, holding the foland
electronic servos.
The people of the campus are wide
lowing positions, respectively, AssisWhile at the University of Maine, istration Building, for use in next
awake, they want to know what is goThe
eleventh
year's
group
Calendar.
of
tant
government
State 4-H Club Leader, Executive
Contributor
s
should
ing on in the world about them. The he was a member of Sigma Alpha Epwrite their names on the back of each internship trainees of the National In- Secretary, and Executive Secretary
timely theme of the Embassy, "Know silon.
contribution. Each contributor whose stitute of Public Affairs completed its and Editor.
Your Neighbor," should make them
photograph is accepted for publication seven-months course of practical trainIn 1928, he was elected the Executhink even more about the problems
ing January 26, 1946. This group of tive Secretary of the General
will receive a Maine Calendar free.
Alumni
which face our world leaders today.
As soon as the cuts return from thirty outstanding college graduates, Association, and in 1930 he was given
It is vitally necessary for us to know
Boston, the Calendar will go to the competitively selected on the basis of the post of Executive Secretary, Uniour neighbors—their religion, their
presses.
Due to changing prices, only high scholastic standing, demonstrated versity Endowment and Donations.
customs, and their opinions of current
a rough estimate has been made as to qualities of character, and aptitude for
issues. We hope that the Embassy
Between May, 1942, and January,
the cost. However, it is expected that leadership, began their program in 1946, he served as Acting Business
will help us to realize even more the
the price will be approximately one July, 1945, with orientation meetings Manager, during the absence of Mr.
importance of world peace. We can
dollar. All profits from the Maine on the operation of the Federal Gov- Henry L. Doten, who has returned to
keep world peace by knowing our
Calendar will go toward rebuilding ernment. They were then assigned, that office this semester.
world neighbors.
educational institutions in non-Axis, on the basis of their interests, to legisIn 1943, Mr. Crossland was the reliberated countries, through the Uni- lative and executive offices of the Fed- cipient of the Alumni Service
Emblem,
eral
Government
to
serve
as
adminisversity Emergency Relief Fund comtrative or research assistants on a an award made annually by the Genermittee.
al Alumni Association for outstanding
full-time, non-salaried basis.
High-grade paper, as well as ink, is
service
to the Association and to the
The interns were placed in twentyvery scarce this spring. In fact, the
University.
seven
offices
in
widely
diversified
asscarcity is greater now than it was
during the height of the war. For signments, as for example, working
this reason, only a limited amount of with the Senate Special Committee on
Lindsay B. Chalmers, formerly with
Maine Calendars will be published this Atomic Energy, studying Latin-Amerthe Office of Quartermaster General,
year.
There should be enough for ican relations in the State Department,
Washington, D. C., and experienced
getting personnel and budgeting excampus
demand. However, any sturestaurant manager, has been named
perience
with the National Housing
dents or faculty members desiring to
Manager of Dormitories for the UniAgency.
do
so
may
reserve
Calendar
a
if
they
versity of Maine. The position inIn addition to acquiring every-thy
write immediately to Box 180, Adcludes general responsibility for operaThe Maine Outing club is announcpractical experience, they have particiministration
Building.
Mr.
Bruce
has
tion of both eating and other facilities
ing
a photography contest. The lack
pated
in
weekly
discussions
with
topkindly
offered to help in the distribuin the University dormitory system.
tion of these Calendars free of charge, ranking administrators, legislators, of supplies during the past few years
A graduate of Maine in Economics
as the Bookstore's contribution to this diplomats and journalists, and contin- has definitely put a damper on all
in 1925, Mr. Chalmers entered the
ued their formal education with gradu- photographic activities. There is still
charity organization.
restaurant business in 1926 following
ate
courses at the universities in Wash- a shortage of developing materials, so
The publication announcement will be
a year of employment in credit invesington.
The varied aspects of their the rules have been made to take this
made in the Maine Campus. No Caltigation work. He was first employed
program
were supervised by the edu- into consideration. More information
endars will be sold until this publicain the Schrafft System in Syracuse, Barbara Bond, who graduated
cational
directors
at the National In- will be released in the near future conlast tion announcement has been distributcerning the date of entry, the classes,
N. Y., and New York City, as trainee week, was tapped and initiated
into ed. From that time, probably starting stitute and by the supervisors in the
judges, and points the entries will be
manager and assistant manager.
the All-Maine Women, membership in the next morning, after reserved Cal- government agencies.
In 1928 he was named assistant which is the highest non-scholastic endars have been set aside, the policy
Inaugurated in 1934, the National judged on, but this material should
manager for Rutley's, Inc., New York, honor any woman at the University for selling will be "first come, first Institute has a program designed to enable any contestant to take full adfor a year, then entered the employ of of Maine may attain, at a surprise served."
help young people acquire, through vantage of the winter carnival activithe Loft Company as manager of the meeting held in the president's room
practical application, a knowledge of ties for subject matter.
There will be two major divisions:
Long Island City restaurant. He re- of Not Estabrooke on Sunday, Febsound public administration and manmained with Loft, Inc., until 1936 when ruary 3.
agement, an over-all picture of activi- a, contact prints, and b, enlargements.
he became manager of Rainbow Grill
ties of the Federal Government and a This provision should not eliminate
Present at the ceremony were the
broad perspective of the varied oppor- entries on the basis of lack of material
at White Plains, N. Y.
nine All-Maine Women: President,
or facilities for enlarging prints. Subtunities in the public affairs field.
Four years later, in 1940, Mr. Chal- Joan Greenwood, Virginia Libby. MaCompetition for the twelfth intern- divisions will be on the basis of subject
mers managed the Blue Streak Grill, ry Frances Spangler, Harriet SteinDon Crossland, a student in the Col- ship training program has recently matter, i.e., winter carnival scenes—
also in White Plains, for three years. metz, Therese Dumais, Joan Potter, lege
of Arts and Sciences, has been been announced. Applications will be sculptures, action shots, and group
In 1943 until the war he was manager Mary Libby, Peg Jameson, and Betty elected
to the position of Temporary accepted until March 5 for thirty-five scenes; landscapes—snow scenes, fall
of Water Gate Inn in Washington, Perkins. Alumnae members Ada MiVice President of the Maine Christian appointments for the program begin- and spring scenes, etc. Since the main
D. C.
nott and Dot Currier attended, and Association. He is filling the vacancy
purpose of the contest is to stimulate
The Office of Quartermaster Gen- honorary members Mrs. Arthur A. created through the induction of John ning September, 1946. and continuing
interest in photography, there will be
to
the
end
of
May,
1947.
With
this
eral, War Department, drew on Mr. Hauck, Dean Edith G. Wilson, Mrs. Bragg into military service, and will
no limitation as to the number of enChalmers' extensive experience in John H. Huddilston, Miss Eileen Cas- hold the office for the remainder of the group the National Institute will re- tries
an outing club member can make.
turn
to
pre-war
its
schedule
of
nine
large-scale feeding with his appoint- sidy, Miss Pearl Graffam, and Mrs. spring semester, until MCA elections
months of training.
To provide uniformity for display
ment in 1944 to the position of Mess Joseph Murray.
are held.
Frederick M. Davenport is president purposes, all contact prints must he
Facilities Specialist, a civilian appointBarbara Bond was president of her
Don Crossland was originally in the and advisory counsel of the National mounted securely on white cardboard,
ment.
freshman dorm, and at the end of her Class of '45, but was inducted and has Institute of Public
Affairs, Karl E. 9" x 7". All enlargements should be
freshman year was chosen to be a returned to the University this spring. Stromsem,
educational director, and 8" x 10" or over and should be propNOTICE
Sophomore Eagle. She has partici- He was treasurer of the MCA in 1942, Ruth A. Shepard,
Secretary.
erly mounted and labeled. Negatives,
pated in the Maine Masque, the MCA, and later held the position of ProviThe policies of the National Insti- in good condition, must be submitted
All Maine students, old and new,
Women's
Forum,
MOC,
French
Club, sional President of that organization. tute are determined by the following with each entry.
are imited to attend the "Welcome.
Back Stag Dance- to he gi‘en Fri- PBC and IRC. Her senior year she
board of trustees:
All photographs to be entered in
(In' night. Dick
orchestra served as sorority rushing chairman, The skiing classes will be held
Chairman Louis Brownlow. former the contest must be taken
within an
and
was on the University Social from now on during the afternoons Director of the Public
will
the
-ie. Itdmission,
Administration eight-mile radius of the campus or on
including tax, will be lift, cents.
Committee.
on Friday and Saturday.
(Continued on Page Two)
an MOC outing.
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Mr. John Suminsby
To Teach Physics
This Semester

Public And Alumni
Relations Combined

fitti

Former Maine Grad
Marie L. Haines
Ends NIPA Course

All-Maine Women
Tap Barbara Bond
At Formal Ceremony

Lindsay Chalmers
Is New Manager
Of All Dormitories

MOC Announces
New Photo Contest
For Club Members

D. Crossland Gets
High MCA Post

l'age I wo

THE MAINE CAMPUS

Skunk
Overr
For 121

New Union Building U of M Debaters Government Internes
(Continued from Page One)
Suggested Memorial Meet SSTC Tonight Clearing
House; Robert Woods Bliss,
The University of Maine will meet Consultant to the Secretary of State;
War
Dead
Maine
To
Salem State Teachers' College in de- Paul V. McNutt, United States High
bigotry no sanction, to persecution

Life Howls In Abject Terror
While Death Reigns Supreme
The greatest statesman who ever
lived had no name. His wife (or,
rather, his woman, for they were not
married) probably called him either
Huhhh or Eeeee, depending on whether she was a grunter or a squealer.
It will never be known how or when
he got the Great Idea, the most revolutionary political conception ever to
enter the mind of a man. Of course
he couldn't talk, since he had no words
to talk with. If he had been able to
express it verbally, it would have gone
something like this:
"Now that my son is big and strong,
the time has come for us to fight each
other, and for one of us either to kill
the other or drive him out of this cave
and keep him out. It has always been
that way. But that guy in the cave
on the other side of the mountain is
bigger and stronger than either of us,
and sooner or later he will get the one
that stays here. But what if Junior
and I don't fight? What if we both
stay here and stick together? Then
we're safe, from that guy or any other
guy. This is a good idea. I'm going
to do my best to explain it to Junior."
That fantastic idea, born in the brain
of the greatest statesman that ever
lived, known as Huhhh or Eeeee, has
gone far in the centuries that have
passed. It now dominates, for instance, the political structure under
which 140 million Americans go about
the business of living. It seems destined inevitably to continue its progress to the logical conclusion of a
world government with world law to
preserve the peace. For the statesman
got the idea not only as a means of
protection from the guy on the other
side of the mountain, but also as a
means of protecting himself from Junior.
How about a statue to Huhhh or
Eeeee?
Will numb and horror-struck cave
dwellers after future atomic wars put
that question to themselves? Will they
say of the majority of us (who will
have been vaporized in a flame of reddish nitrogen) that we possessed great
talent in technology but that when it
came to living together with our fellow men we were ethical idiots?
Why are we so terrified today of the
very scientific achievements which inspired us only yesterday to self-congratulation? Because we understand
at last, in the blinding light of nuclear
physics. that the science of killing is
fantastically "progressive" while the
art of living and let-live is fantastically "backward." We are stunned by
the realization of our own feeble will
to see fairness triumph and good will
prevail. The problem is complex.
We cannot represent it as simple. But
surely the most conspicuous expression
of ethical idiocy in our times is the
continued preaching of doctrines of
bigotry, discrimination, and prejudice.
Yesterday we denounced the superiority myths of the Germans and Japanese but today we are confronted by
the growth of similar superiority
myths in the United States. The rest
for
of the world which looks to us
democratic leadership does not fail to
note, in disillusionment and cynicism.
these discrepancies between what
Americans applaud in words hut so
often fail to practice in everyday relationships.
The State of Illinois has lighted the
way to a constructive step. By an act
of its legislature in June, 1945, the
Illinois Inter-Faith Commission was
established and given legal status for
the purpose of promoting "good will
and unifying the spiritual forces of
the nation in harmony with the spirit
of our constitution."
Already 15 states and 21 cities have
endorsed the work of the Illinois Commission. The Illinois Commission itself has embarked upon a program to
encourage the duplication in every one
of its sister American states of a similar Inter-Faith Commission. In the
end a Federal Inter-Faith Commission
is also envisioned which would be
solidly in line with the credo of George
Washington, who wrote "The government of the United States which gives

I

to
no assistance, requires only that they
who live under its protection should
demean themselves as good citizens."
Obviously good citizens arc all kinds
of citicens. In the final reckoning
there can be no place in American
democracy for bigotry and discrimination or we shall fail as a democracy.

Sunday Service
This Sunday is World Student Federation Day of Prayer. This is being
observed by the Student Christian
Movement all over the world. The
services here on the University of
Maine campus are being led by Reverend Billy Kitchen of Boston. Reverend Kitchen is the Executive Secretary of the Student Christian Movement in New England.
Communion will be held.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Several committees have been appointed to study the problem of the
Student Union, to consider what facilities a Union Building at Maine
should contain. The several committees are made up, respectively, of students, faculty, and alumni.
The alumni of the University of
Maine have voted that a Union Building would be the best Memorial to the
U. of M. men who gave their lives in
1,Vorld War II, and also could serve
as a tribute to all Maine men and
women who served in the armed forces
during the war.
As yet, no definite plans for the
campaign to raise funds for this memorial have been formulated. Several
contributions have already been made
toward the building and its furnishings.
The committees will meet this week.
It is hoped that students will contact
members and contribute ideas. The
student committee members are: Warren Randall, Russel Bodwell, Donald

bate this Thursday, February 14, at
seven p.m. here on campus. The three
debaters representing Maine are Phyllis Corneal, Clifford Worthing, and
Willard Pierce, who will support the
negative side of the proposition, Resolved: That the foreign policy of the
United States should be directed toward the establishment of free trade
among the nations of the world.
Dr. Howard L. Runion has announced that the style of debate will
be orthodox with four ten-minute main
speeches and four five-minute rebuttals. The debate will be non-decision.
Gladys Friedler is making arrangements for accommodating the visiting
team during their stay on campus.
Pratt, Betty Durgin, Charlene Lowe,
and Phyllis Eldridge. The faculty
committee members are: Mr. John
Stewart, Dean Edith G. Wilson, Dean
Charles E. O'Connor, Professor F. M.
Taylor, Professor Winthrop C. Libby,
and Mr. Charles E. Crossland.

Commissioner to the Philippine Islands; Eugene Meyer, Publisher of the
Washington Post; George Fort Milton, Associate Editor, Buffalo Evening
News; Henry L. Stimson, former Secretary of War and Secretary of State;
Katharine E. McBride, President,
Bryn Mawr College; George F. Zook,
President of the American Council on
Education; John Lord O'Brian, Attorney.
Maine student who has successfully
completed this program:
HAINES, Marie Louise—daughter
of Mrs. Thelma B. Haines, Waterville,
Maine. University of Maine, A.B.,
1945. History and Government major.
Phi Beta Kappa. Scholarship awards.
Vice-president honorary psychology
fraternity; president, social sorority;
associate editor, college weekly paper;
panhellenic council; student government council; glee club; women's forum; modern dance club; Christian Association; dramatic society. Intern assignment: Office of Budget and Finance, Department of Agriculture.
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n Pont /gest
Items of interest in the Fields of Chemistry, Engineering, Physics, and Biology
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Good News for Unsuspecting T.B.Victims

Send Ye

ERE is news that marks another step
ahead in the fight against t. b.—
news about free tests and new x-ray
equipment.

H

THE

132 Main

As a means of locating possibly one
and a half million undetected cases of
tuberculosis, the U. S. Public Health
Service plans to offer chest x-ray tests
to nearly every American during the
next five years. This survey is made
possible through the use of new equipment which produces chest x-rays on
small film, thus permitting mass examinations at reduced cost.
The development of the new film and
the special fluoroscopic screen was not
accomplished overnight. Organic chemists, physical chemists, physicists, and
other technically trained men were required to make exhaustive studies before the problem was solved. Special
sensitizers had to be found. Phosphors
and activators had to be formulated for
the screen. Both screen and film had to
be of ultra-fine grain, and the spectral
emission ofthe screen had to be adjusted
to the spectral sensitivity of the film.
Men of Du Pont are proud of their
part in the development of this new aid
to medical science. The fact that their
efforts helped to contribute a new benefit to society is a heart-warming inspiration.
•
•
•

Chemical Pest Control
for more and better food
"Eating"—somebody has remarked —
"is a habit." It certainly is! Men,
women and children all have a firm,
fixed habit of eating. so enough food
must be grown for them to eat.
Du Pont chemists, plant pathologists,
entomologists and engineers have helped
the farmer to increase the nation's
food supply through their never-ending
search for better ways of protecting
crops. The development of new fungicides is a typical example.
Du Pont men were faced with the
problem of finding chemicals to be used
in treating fungus diseases of plants,

C

Miniature X-Ray Pictures May Uncover 1,500,000 Hidden Cases
under conditions in which the use of
copper and sulfur proved harmful. After
long and intensive research they found
the answer in the salts and organic derivatives of dithiocarbamic acid—such
as the iron and zinc salts of dimethyldithiocarbamic acid, and tetramethylthiuramdisulfide.
Agriculturists now know Du Pont's
iron salt of dimethyldithiocarbamic
acid as "Fermate," and the zinc salt of
the same acid as "Zerlate." These fungicides are products of Du Pont research
—research that is helping the farmer to
bigger crops of better quality.
•
•
•

Now—Faster Dry Cleaning
Two Du Pont products—"Perclene"
perchlorethylene and "Triclene" trichlorethylene—have made dry cleaning
quick and safe.These fluids clean clothes
speedily,so that delicate garments need
remain in the machine only a few minutes. They leave no telltale cleaning
odor.

Questions College Men Ask
about'corking with Du Pont
"WILL I GET LOST IN A
BIG COMPANY?"
At Du Pont,every effort is made to
see that individual ability is recognized and rewarded. New chemists
and engineers work in small groups
under experienced supervisors. As
aptitude is shown, they are given
more responsibility. While offering
the broad avenues of promotion that
go with size, Du Pont's group system
assures college men of the sympathetic, friendly conditions of employment commonly associated with
smaller organizations.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
... THROUGH

More facts about Du Pont—Listen to -Cavalcade of America," Mondays,8 P.M. EST,on NBC

CHEMISTRY

I. I. DU PONT DI NEMOURS a CO. (INC.)
WILMINGTON 98, DELAWARE
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Skunks and Rats
Argentina Called
Overrun Mem. Gym Rotten Apple Of
For Revenge Game UNO Big Barrel

Page Three

Burgess Shoots..

Moe Sez

One of the Maine alumni returning
to
the campus this semester remarked,
By Bill Brennan
We have in mind the one in the bar"These coeds seem like a bunch of
Two basketball teams, the Bennoch rel which, according to the adage, bobby-soxers." I
assure you, girls,
Street Skunks and the Webster School contaminates all the others. Suppose,
Rats, both from Orono, will meet at then, a barrel of good apples—good on that he wasn't referring to the slacks,
bobby-sox, saddle shoes, or dungarees.
Alumni Gym on Saturday evening.
the whole, as apples go—after long He was referring to your mental maThe teams, made up of boys from the
fourth grades of the two Orono deliberation should invite an obviously turity. I believe that in all fairness
schools, are meeting for the second rotten apple to join them? Surely the to him, you must admit that he is
time in the Maine gym. The first action could justly be called unwise, right.
By mental maturity, I do not mean
game, played February 2nd, was won if not downright idiotic.
by the Rats by a score of 6-4. How- If the analogy holds, and we think merely intelligence. Nobody would deever the game was declared illegal by it does, the action of the United Na- ny that a girl who survives four years
a committee composed of Bill Kenyon, tions at San Francisco, admitting Ar- of a university is intelligent. It is
Sam Sezak, and Ted Curtis. The gentina to membership in UNO, was just that your college education seems
Skunks, who made an official protest worse than unwise. Both logically and to be a mere perpetuation of your
soon after the first game, declared politically it is preposterous to let a childhood.
that the Rats were illegally using a Fascist dictatorship be one of the
Things are happening in the world
fifth grader on their squad, and there- United Nations. It is fantastically ab- today which are significant. They
fore had a distinct advantage. The surd to permit henchmen of Peron, must be thought about—they must be
committee has come to the decision the spit and image of Hitler in all discussed—ideas and outlooks must be
that the only fair thing to do is to essential respects, to sit in that great broadened to encompass them. This
allow the Skunks to have a fifth grader assembly and speak and vote on equal stimulation and broadening is the functerms with the representatives of the tion of a higher institution of
play on their team.
learning.
And the students of Maine, boys and people who poured out their blood and Thinking and discussing are obligatreasure
defeat
Hitler
to
all
that
was
tions of students attending colleges
girls, young men and young women,
vets and non-vets, and all others who, and stood for. The situation is indeed and universities.
within the coming years will be old incredible. Sweden is not there. SwitAnd yet, the women who will shortenough to have children in the fourth zerland is not. Alaska is not. But ly nurture the "intelligentsia" of our
Peron
is!
or fifth grades, can see themselves by
nation are mental bobby-soxers with
The UNO assembly could, if it no apparent interest in the newspapers
merely watching the proud parents
swiftly
repair
blunder
would,
the
and
who have come from all parts of Oroother than the funnies and the fortune
no hoping to see their sons be on the effectively. It could (a) apply eco- telling games—with no thought of
team that takes the Orono champion- nomic pressures to the Argentina of courses except for credits and grades—
the Peron gang that would force them with as much appreciation
ship crown.
of the forThe previous game drew wild ap- to throw in the sponge in short order eign situation as of Ben Hur's chariot
plause and many favorable comments and permit the Argentine people to race—with a knowledge of the domesfrom the fans that crowded the gym. take over, or it could (b) expel the tic situation which may be summarized
Ted Curtis, faculty director of ath- Argentina of the Peron gang from completely with, "My, nylons are
letics, believes that the forthcoming UNO and leave it out in the cold until scarce, aren't they?"
game will draw more persons to watch the Argentine people had taken things
There is a cartoon in the issue of
into their own hands. Either action
the battle of the century,
would unquestionably get results, but 2 February 1946 of The Saturday ReThe annual 'Winter Carnival comes hard-to-get nylons which usually adorn
the first would probably get them more view of Literature which I believe you
should
see....
to
the University of Maine every year the limbs of coeds who attend these
quickly and positively and with less
The full moon, fuzzy from the over- at this time, and 1946 is no exception. functions, proper dance costumes will
pain and expense to everyone concast, black sky, lights a desolate and Beginning on Thursday of next week be ski clothing.
Send Your Picture Home
cerned.
The delegates to UNO, including barren waste of sand—barren except with "vic" dances in the men's dorms, On Friday, Washington's Birthday,
THE COYNE STUDIO
our own, know quite well that UNO for several humans. These humans the snow circus continues over Satur- holiday is declared at the University;
is on trial. Many of the billions of are in grotesque, unclothed, ostrich- day.
and taking advantage of this break in
132 Main St.
Bangor, Mc.
eyes directed at them have the gleam like positions. And, they all have
college life, skiing events will be held
The
grand
finale
of
the
carnival
their
heads buried in the sand. The
of skepticism or cynicism. It would
comes Saturday evening at the Intra- during the afternoon, thus enabling
title—Return to Normal.
mural Ball when the MOC snow sculp- students to sleep late in the morning
Apparently, girls, you, too, have
ture cup will be awarded to the frat and watch the local ski enthusiasts go
returned to normal.
•••
or dorm that makes the best sculpture. through their paces later in the day.
All men's houses are requested to
Off-campus students, including those
living at the cabins and the trailer have their ski teams ready in accord•
remove
help
gleam
they
to
that
if
•
camps, are also expected to participate ance with rules given by their ski
•
would proceed immediately to treat in the
representatives.
contest.
•
Peron
Argentina,
only
of
as
not
any
•
The exact schedule of events was
Music
at
the
dance
will
be
4"4
"3-1's
furnished
imitator of Hitler deserves to be
•
FIiJV
by Carl Broggi's Orchestra, a band unobtainable as the Campus went to
,
treated,
he
but
treated
must
as
be
if
•
the world is to get and keep the peace that has become popular in southern press, but next week it will be printed.
Maine and throughout New HampThe Maine-Rhode Island game is the
it so ardently desires.
shire.
feature attraction for Friday eveThe men's dorms will sponsor vic ning, and Ted Curtis, director of athPatronize Our Advertisers
dances Thursday night which will be letics, stated that a capacity crowd is
highlighted by the usual fun and frolic expected.
accompany any dorm activity.
Saturday morning presents another
•
a which
Some of the dorms have been giving opportunity for late sleeping, but in
"PAT"
serious thought to having a sleigh ride the afternoon skating, with ice condiThanks you for your
in the early part of the evening fol- tions permitting, will be held at the
patronage and invites you
lowed by the party in their dorm. rink near the gymnasium. If enough
Other houses plan to have a dance interest is shown, skating events may
to drop in any time
•
which will be novel, anyhow. They take place. This possibly will include
FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
•
hope to make arrangements so that races and contests to determine the
•
dancing will be done without any best figure skater on campus.
•
shoes, thus eliminating the hazard of
•
crushed toes. In order to spare the
NOTICE

Holiday Stampede At Maine
All Aboard For Carnivalton!

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pgranbor

•
•

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

lib

3.89

•
•
•

•
We've got your favorite
•
•
saddle oxfords again. Rugged brown
•
and white leather with
•
• flexible non-marking rubber soles. •
•
Sizes 4V2 —9 A and C width.
•
gmitfaftreed

NO
,1f'.(
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The
Merrill
Trust Company
With twelve offioos to
Eli•trin M.O.
M

rfl

Posters are now being put in the
•
girls'
dorms about the Winter CarComplete selection of
fibs!. The program this year is
Popular and Classical
planned as effectively as those in
RECORDS and ALBUMS
the past. You don't need to be an
Open Sundays
e‘pert to sign up for the races.
Penobscot Indian
There will be all kinds of fun!
Sign up now.
Trading 'Post

Rosorv• Bank

bor E•ii•rat D•posill Inrotorio• Corp.

01-D TOWN, MAINE

•

1

•

Patronize Our Advertisers
•

BRVANT•S
JEWELERS
OF BANGOR
46 Main St.

Maine's finer store
for Diamonds
for the past 52 years

II

JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CORP.

Blue Ribbon Bread :old Mrs. Carter's Home Style Bread
(Enriched with Vitamin B,)

DOUGHNUTS — CAKES — PASTRIES
45 Columbia Street

Bangor, Maine
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Hello-o-o!
"Wow!" yelled thc freshman,"Parcc was never like this!"
Yes, a guy is startled by all these friendly coeds. You can not
walk by a girl but what she smiles and gives with a big "hello."
It's a funny thing to understand. Are these coeds flirts, like in
Paree ? But what about those professors and all the fellows who
say "hello"? Puzzling. Sure is a swell campus.
Well, frosh, the girls aren't really chasing you—not by saying
"Hello." And the professors and fellows don't mean to confuse you
with their "Hello's." You see, the "Maine Hello" is a worthy tradition of our University. The war, the changing times, the new
collegiate outlook, have obviously trashed many other customs. But
the "Hello" has lived on, and has waxed in strength.
Years ago, Nlaine students themselves began this friendly custom, and it was soon absorbed into the rich tradition of our University. The "Maine Hello" is our key to a friendly, less formal, less
impersonal campus. Many large colleges suffer from the lack of
student friendliness—"nobody knows anybody else." So far, the
door to friendship has remained open here.
Let's not lose the key.
"Roger," smiled the senior, "I'd take Maine, any day!"

Today Bing Crosby's greatest rival
in the crooner field is Frank Sinatra.
But did you know this.... In Hoboken, New Jersey, shortly after the turn
of the century, there was a lightweight
boxer, of little renown, fighting under
the name of Marty O'Brien, and acting,
on the side, as a volunteer fire fighter.
He was a clean cut, likeable chap, and
among the many friends he made was
a promising young singer, named Bing
Crosby.
Marty was married and in the course
of time had a youngster, a son, too
slight for boxing like his Dad, but with
a definite flair for music. He could
carry a tune as few others. Marty,
the boxer, wrote his old friend Bing
Crosby to see if he could help the kid
get the musical education he longed
for. Bing could help, and did. Marty's
boy studied music and in time became a
professional. Of course, his name
changed as his fame increased, and
you know him not as Marty's boy
Frank O'Brien, but as Frank Sinatra,
"The Voice," idol of bobby-soxers the
country over!

"Bow down, dear land, fur thou hast found release!
Thy God,in these distempered days,
Hath taught the sure wisdom of his ways
And through thine enemies 'lath wrought thy peace!
Bow down in prayer and praise!
No poorest in thy borders but may now
Lift to the juster skies a man's enfranchised brow;
0 Beautiful! My Country! Ours once more

The Whirling Disc
There's plenty of snow packed will really warm up that ski hut or
around the campus these days and that melt the ice in those fireside cokes.
For the vic dance following one of
means ski time, toboggan and ice skatsnow time free-for-alls, if you
those
knee-deep
is
college
ing time. Our
right now in blueprints for its Winter don't have a live orchestra to pound
Carnival. No matter where the cam- out the rhythm, Vaughn Monroe is
pus sports may lead, be it down the ski your man on wax. The singing batonrun or skimming over the frozen ten- wielder has added still another pair of
nis courts on a silvery pair of blades, sides to his lengthy parade of hits,
you'll always find, somewhere on the "You May Not Love Me" and "Just
sidelines, a handful of discs to warm My Luck." Both have smooth, dancethe winter air. The Duke, Vaughn able tempos with a highly romantic
Monroe, Charlie Spivak and the Satis- quality, accented by Vaughn's singing
fiers, all are spinning briskly around vocals.
Another highly danceable selection
the portable turntables, generating a
helpful amount of musical steam to with a strong, romantic tug is the
Charlie Spivak side, "Oh! What It
break the ice.
Hottest item on the record counters Seemed To Be." A very sentimental
this winter is the new Ellington album, ballad with an amusing lyrical twist,
"Black, Brown and Beige." The Duke Charlie Spivak, whose horn sounds
really outdoes himself on this one, out sweet and clear on this bright and
which represents his outstanding crea- lively ditty, gives the tune a smoothly
tive achievement to date. Hailed by flowing arrangement. The reverse
critics and public alike at its Carnegie side, "Take Care (When You Say 'Te
Hall premiere RCA Victor now brings Quicro')," has a tropical, Latin flavor,
out the first recorded version of this with rippling rhythms imitating a
historic milestone in modern jazz. It's "Down by the Border" mood, to which
a moody, intricate work with deep so- Jimmy Saunders' expressive vocal acIds
cial significance. highlighted by typi- a warm emphasis.
For lovers of the stirring, haunting
cal Ellington blues and beautifully
played by such superb band boys as type of film music typified by "Laura"
Charlie Shavers, Lawrence Brown, and the "Warsaw Concerto," Al Goodand Johnny Hodges. These four sides man and his Orchestra have waxed a

I
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Heritage Of War...

In 1865 at Harvard, James Russell Lowell expressed the optimism which swept through the North at the end of the War between
the States. He had watched the gathering clouds of gross inequality
form and burst and disappear. He had praised the victory of one of
mankind's greatest leaders, one of America's greatest men. The
Union was safe. The federal government was supreme. The slaves
were freed.
This week, we celebrate the birth of Abraham Lincoln. This
week, too, we celebrate another defeat, by filibuster, of a continuation
in his policy of emancipation. But someday, we will realize the
freedom Lincoln set out to build. His beginnings have not been
forgotten by the youth.

POLITICAL SCENE

Behind the Scenes

Management and labor agree that to living we must produce more; to prc
raise the real wages of American duce more we must have a larger mar
workmen production must be increased ket ; to have a greater market we mus
and increased some more. They are
have foreign trade, and we can't hop(
both right. However, they do not let
have that foreign trade with our
to
it be known that we, in this country,
have never in our history produced present tariff system.
enough goods. They do have facts
Lowering and finally abolishing
and figures to prove that we have pro- tariff walls would do much more than
duced more than we, ourselves, could to raise the American standard of livbuy, and this statement is also true. ing. It would benefit the whole world
But have we ever produced enough in this respect. It would also eliminate
goods to fill the needs of the world one of the primary causes for war.
markets? We have not—in spite of History proves that beyond any doubt.
the fact that foreign nations represent The American working man will do
a huge market as yet scarcely touched. nothing except to demand higher and
Unions and big business will argue higher wages until he is educated in the
that cheap foreign labor would put intricacies of our economic system. But
American labor out of work, but actu- when he does finally realize that he is
ally we would produce more goods sacrificing a large-portion of his earnthan we do now. Also the American ings to protect a few industries, ane
standard of living would be higher be- that the final payment for protection
cause we would get more goods for ism must be in red blood flowing or
our dollars. A few industries would far flung battlefields, there will be
not be able to compete successfully, frantic, concentrated efforts to secure
true enough, but that is only because world-wide economic freedom. Then
they are producing goods at a compara- and only then can the average man
tive disadvantage. None of us would achieve truly high living standards,
think of producing cotton more eco- and then, too, he will be almost asnomically in the north than in the sured that his sons will never knov
south, and for the same reason why the horrors of "D" day.
should we produce goods here when
we could buy them cheaper by importNOTICE
ing them?
The wage earner cannot raise his Those eligible for membership t
standard of living by demanding high- the Gernian Club will soon reed'
er wages because prices will rise pro- their invitations.
portionately. Thus the increased number of dollars received by the worker
will buy only the same amount of goods
or perhaps a smaller amount than origiMake Extra Money
nally. To get more goods for our dolPart or Full Time
lar, we must be made to realize that
Evenings.
there is only one way to do it, and
that is to produce only those items
PIN SETTERS WANTED
which we can produce at a comparaORONO ALLEYS
tive advantage.
1111i. SI.
Now we can begin to see that to
further raise American standards of

La-t nig

TOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN BITS

Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker—"America's Number One Voice of Aviation"—who acts as host and narrator
on Longines' World's Most Honored
Flights, a dramatized human interest
history of American flights and fliers
from Wrights to rockets. Program
will be heard each week over station
WBZ on Sundays from 12:30 to 1 :00
o'clock p.m.
distinguished pair of sides. The two
themes, taken from motion pictures,
both have wide appeal. Not for dancing, not for the "hep" listeners, these
exquisite melodies, "Spellbound" from
the Selznick-International picture of
the same name, and "Concerto," based
on the Rachmaninoff Second Concerto
and to be featured in Republic's "I've
Always Loved You" film, are "naturals" for smooth listening pleasure.
Enhanced by excellent symphonic-type
orchestrations featuring technically
superb violin and piano solos, both
these sides will have a natural appeal
both for classical listeners and pop
fans, who appreciate lovely melodies
presented in a matchless musical showcase.
Shake those icicles off your galoshes
with this newest red-hot platter featuring a pair of top music makers in
the swing world, "Red" Allen and
J. C. Higgenbotham. Now playing
a sensational engagement in New
York's Downbeat Club, these two top
musicians and their sextette have made
a pair of sides that displays their
humorous and hot musical style to perfection, "Buzz Me" and "Get the Mop
(The Ignorant Stick)." Riotous rhythm with a tongue-in-cheek vocal
by gravel-throated Red highlight,
these two selections. With Allen on
trumpet and Higgenbotham, who has
won jazz polls throughout the country
for his celebrated tromboning. you
have a white hot RCA Victor record
that will liven up any Winter-Carnival
party.

BANGOR and ORONO
M 8c P Theatres
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
Feb. 14-15-16
"UP GOES MAISIE"
starring
Ann Sothern & George Murphy
For a Full Week starting Sun.
Feb. 17-23
Deanna Durbin, Charles
Laughton, and Franchot Tone
in
"BECAUSE OF HIM"
with Stanley Ridges, Donald
Meek, and Helen Broderick
Deanna in her most joyous love
affair. Hear her sing four
grand songs

BIJOU
BANGOR
%Ned., Thurs., & Fri.
Feb. 13-14-15
"A LETTER FOR EVIE"
ith Marsha Hunt, John Carroll
and Hume Cronyn
Sat., Sun., Mon., & Tues.
Feb. 16-17-18-19
here comes the bride... Followed by an assortment of
kibitzers that would ruin any
honeymoon
"SAILOR TAKES A WIFE"
with Robert Walker, June
Allyson, Reginald Owen,
Audrey Trotter, and Eddie
"Rochester" Anderson

ID
5T IM
ORONO
Wed. & Thurs., Feb. 13-14
Double Feature
"HOUSE OF DRACULA"
Lon Chaney, John Carradine,
Martha O'Driscoll
"HIT THE HAY"
with Judy Canova, Ross Hunter
6:30-7:54
Fri. & Sat., Feb. 15-16
"FRONTIER GAL"
with Yvonne De Carlo,
Rod Cameron, Andy Devine
Plus Shorts—Jasper and Bean
Stalk—Musical Revue—News
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6.30-8 .19
Sun. & Mon., Feb. 17-18
"SPANISH MAIN"
(Technicolor)
Paul Henreid, Maureen O'Hara,
Walter Slezak
Sunday Mat. 3:00-6:30-8:28

..
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Tuesday. Fib. 19
"VACATION FROM
MARRIAGE"
Robert Donat, Deborah Kerr
Plus Shorts—Cavalcade of
Archery—Mass Production
—Good Dog
6:30 8:34
'A rd.

Feb. 20-21
Doiihile Feature

"ADVENTURE OF RUSTY"
Ted Donaldson, Margaret
Lindsay, Conrad Nagel
Plus
"SONG OF NEVADA"
with Roy Rogers,
Dale Evans, Mary Lee
6:30-7:52

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 35* to 5 o'clock
••••••
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Nutmeggers Salt Maine Away
In Hard Fought Basket Tilt

Sports Spiel
By Look and Andrews

The WAA Sportlight falls this week
By Bill Vasquez
on Evelyn Foster, one of the UniverThe classy Connecticut Nutmeggers
sity's most outstanding girl athletes.
swept over Allen's Bears for a 60-48
"Evie," a junior, hails from Bangor.
victory on the night of February 2.
She is a Physical Education major.
The game started with Connecticut
A few of her athletic achievements
passing the ball in an effort to pierce
on this campus are as follows: receivMaine's defense. The fighting Bears
ing the coveted Maine Seal in her
gained possession of the ball and Gates
sophomore year, being a member of
By "Murph" Linehan
rang up the first tally. O'Donnell
the All-Maine Basketball Team for
two consecutive years, serving as assisDriving down the homestretch, the scored two more to place Maine in the
tant manager of winter sports last University of Maine varsity basketball lead in the sixth minute at 6-2. Duryear, and WAA Health Program quintet plays host to a much improved ing the next minute Dropo, ConnectiChairman this year. She is an active Northeastern club next Saturday at cut's super-center, tallied twice to knot
member of Modern Dance Club, 8 p.m. Preceding this contest the the count at 6 all. Playing a smooth,
Square Dance Club, and "M" Club. J.V.'s will tangle with four outstand- polished game Connecticut, led by
Evie is now serving as WAA Presi- ing high school teams; John Bapst, Dropo, pulled out of the short deaddent while the regular president, Shir- Ellsworth, Bangor and Bar Harbor. lock and poured leather through the
net to pile up a 22-12 lead with only
ley Titcomb, is practice teaching.
The varsity fracas will offer plenty five minutes of the first half remainAmong her other interests are vol- in the way of speed, if the first clash
ing. The Black Bears staged a rugged
leyball, hockey, riding, swimming, and between these two clubs can be used
rally in the last five minutes to pull
skiing. All in all, Evie is a grand as an indicator. Only nine men are
their end of the count up to 21, while
sport and a wonderful girl.
making the trip from Boston. One of the Nutmeggers added 8.
* * * * *
these is Harold Maron, a returned
The trio of Alesevich, B. Fisher and
Health officers in the various dorms veteran, who \yin start at left guard. Dropo led the Connecticut squad in
are now campaigning to get girls to Maxon played the best game of his the smooth, deceptive game which gave
sign up for the Health Program. Come cage career the other night, as he them,, the appearance of scoring alsparked his team to a win over New most at will. O'Donnell and Burgess
on girls, sign now!
Hampshire.
sparked the Maine quintet which
According to Coach "Eck" Allen, misssed badly under pressure.
Photo by Newhall
Last night. the Bears clinched the State Series in Victory over Bates!
Maine will probably start a revamped
Second Half
lineup, what with the arrival of several
XVitli Frank Dropo leading the scorveteran court performers. Heading the ing, the Nutmeggers swept on to
list of newcomers, is Ted Boynton, a crush a brief Maine rally and raise
Big doings at the MCA this week forward from Millinocket who was the count to 40-31 in nine minutes.
THE WORLD'S MOST HONORED WATCH
end! Saturday night after the North- All-Maine in his high school days. Maine, still missing badly, managed to
eastern basketball game there's to be Ted has a lot of finesse and should pull their score up to 39, climbing
an Open House and a "WELCOME prove to be a valuable asset to the within four points of the visitors.
Spurred on by the increasing presHOME" party all rolled into one. team.
Another addition to the club is sure, the Nutmeggers roared through
Everyone is invited to drop in and renew old acquaintances as well as to Franklin Dufour. "Sam" is 6 ft. 4 in. the final minutes of the last half to
make new ones.—P.S. Refreshments tall and towers over the rest of the end the game at 60-48.
It was a hard game for both clubs.
squad. He's going to be a good man
will be served.
but the Connecticut squad had the
And Sunday night is fun night, too! to have on the backboard. Along with
The Frosh Club is planning a big Dufour has come "Bus" Sproul, a accuracy, coolness, and rebound-gathskating party from 7:00 until 10.00 guard from Hallowell, who is certainly ering ability to capitalize on Maine's
p.m. When the weather grows too making his presence felt—it's going misses and take the game. The fine
MOS_ Ji..41PAHORtp.
WATCH
cold for comfort, you'll find hot coffee to be hard keeping him out of the defensive game turned in by Alesevich
and Nfanos, and the consistent scoring
waiting at the MCA. Hope we'll see lineup.
Major changes in the outfit include by Dropo made the game a brilliant
you at the rink.
the switching of Gates to forward and spectators show, in spite of the disappointment of the home team losing.
All Maine students who are inter- O'Donnell to the center spot. Al
Orono was high man for both
Burgess'
aggressivene
ss
rebounds
on
ested in helping on the publicity comsquads,
with 26 points, and Gates led
mittee or the distribution committee has brought about his conversion to Maine with 12.
the
guard
position.
of the Maine Calendar are requested
Basketball fans will have ample opto contact Mildred Byronas in North
portunity to get a preview of the Maine
Estabrooke Dormitory.
five that will battle Rhode Island's
powerful basketball machine on Feb.
• 72 Maine has come a long way since
Coach Bill Kenyon has announced
All Students Welcomed to
its first meeting with the Rams at
that
all students interested in trying
Kingston, and a more evenly contestout for the varsity baseball team must
ed match is in the offing.
sign up in the office of the Faculty
Probable starting lineup: Boynton, Manager before
Centennial Alleys
February 19th.
Right Forward; Gates, Left Forward;
Pitchers and Catchers will report
Tel. 470
01,! T,. M ,•
O'Donnell. Center: Burgess, Left for their first
workout on February
•
• Guard; Wilson. Right Guard.
20th. Candidates for baseball manager must sign up with the Faculty
Manager of Athletics before February
17th.

Revamped Quintet
Tangles Claws With
Strong Husky Club

MCA Open House
After Game Sat.

"
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Sign Up For Baseball
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Hang your Arrow Ties on
the wrong side of your bed!

11,11SKETHALL

American Legion vs. Emerson's Pills, Millinocket
American Legion J V vs. Lincoln Legion
Helen Hunt Gym, Old Town
StinolaN. February 17
2:30 & 3:30 P.M.
Adm. 50 cents including tax

When ‘ou wake up on the grouch side some A.M.
. . . with a tough day of textbook-tussling ahead
. . . don't reach for your Luger. Relax. Put on a
bright Arrow Tie!
Nothing like a splash of that tasteful-but-terrific
Arrow pattern to cheer you up. And the ease with
which you tie a perfect knot in it is soothing, sir,
definitely soothing.

IR

The Compliments
of the

Your dealer has plenty of Arrow Ties, in color,
.1nd patterns that please.

PARAMOUNT

!b. 19
FROM

22-26 P. O. Sq.

:borah Kerr
.valcadc of
Production
)og
34

:o 11 o'clock

Bangor. Me.

NOTICE
BOXING! Wrestling. Jiu-Jitsti,
The Department of Physical Education, through Prof. Stanley Wallace, announces that men of all
classes. whether signed up for
Physical Training or not. can no%
sign up for classes in boxing. wrestling, and jiu-jitsu. Physical Training credit will be given for attendance in these classes. Prof. Wallace
has selected competent undergraduate instructors to handle the classes.
Men interested should see Prof.
Wallace in the P.T. office in the
Cynniasium.

•

.
Hillson s Tailor Shop
CLEANING AND PRESSING

Feb. 20-21
ature
IF RUSTY"
Margaret
id Nagel

IEVADA"
togers,
fary Lee
52

Ed Keith's

Specialising in Ladies'
GOIF1211 and Dreases
Mill St.
Orono

FREESE'S
OF BANGOR IS HEADQUARTERS FOR
ARROW SHIRTS, TIES

ARROW SHIRTS and TIES
UNDERWE
AR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

PHOENIX HOSE

'row LE'S CAFE

DOBBS HATS

Home Cooked Food

HART,SHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

Old Town, Me.
••••1
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American spiipathic, and Aim rican
inclination to forgive and forget.
Take the diet of Germans in the war
guilt trial town of Nuremberg. They
get 150 grams of starches and rice
per head per week. Meanwhile, the
Sciviitists oi the k.'aliforitia Insti- through shop windows. Every afterFrench get none. Nurembergers reGraduate
During
the war a Free, French ceive 90 grams of cheese weekly to 50
tute of Technology are back at work noon at four o'clock the bearing began
fellowships and its Mancompleting the world's largest telefrom the sun's heat, sometimes agement Training Program have been broadcaster in London questioned a grams in France. Potatoes and milk
to
swell
scope, the 200-inch giant installed atop
announced by Radcliffe College, Cam- German prisoner of war. "What," he are four and five times as plentiful for
Mt. Palomar in California. Progress as much as thirteen thousandths of an bridge, Massachusetts.
asked, "will you Germans do if you the Germans as for the people of
on the instrument, which is expected to inch. At night it contracted. After
lose again?" The reply was prompt. France. Yet Germany is the supposed
This
ten
months'
training
program
is
several
successful
partially
efforts
to
enable astronomers to peer one billion
"We shall do as we did after the last "loser" and France is on the side of
light years into space, was interrupted solve the problem, engineers finally similar to that offered in previous war—we shall organize pity for Ger- the supposed winners. In nearly every
built a "sun-bonnet" around the bear- years. It provides a basic training for many."
by the war.
item of food the Germans eat as well
young women intending to work in
Resumption of work on the telescope ing that reduced temperature fluctua- personnel departments, as well
as, and in many categories substantially
The
prisoner
his
Germany.
knew
as
for
recalls many of the ticklish engineering tions by 50 per cent.
those who seek positions in other The campaign has started—the sys- better than, their victims but still their
Then, because the bearing must supproblems involved in building the huge
branches of administration. Past tematic, sly, familiar and predicted campaign to organize pity continues.
500-ton mounting that will support the port a million-pound load, engineers graduates are occupying administrative organization of the world's pity, and
Americans must learn to discrimi200-inch mirror and optical system. had to bend it literally out of shape so positions in business and industry,
gov- especially the clever playing upon nate in their pity. We can be sorry
Toughest of these, perhaps, was the that it would be squeezed back into a ernment offices, educational
for the Germans but all in good time.
establishjob of fabricating and machining the perfect circle when the telescope rested ments and social service
Their victims have a stronger claim
institutions.
317,000-pound horseshoe bearing on on it. Some idea of the meager toler- The program includes
about seven ships of $500 and $300 each for the on us. We must not forget that
with
engineers
to
can
work
ances
had
which the telescope will ride on its
throughout the war the Germans—nomonths of class instruction given by year 1946-47.
be gained from the fact that the televisual tour of the skies.
members
of the Faculty of the GraduThe Training Program will start on body else in Europe—had a balanced
angle
with
be
scope
of
sighted
an
must
The bearing, along with the rest of
ate School of Business Administration, July 29, 1946, and end on about June diet with adequate fats and vitamins
the mounting, was built at the \Vest- error so small that at three miles two Harvard University, and others. Care- 6, 1947. Enrollment is open to a lim- and that it was the Germans—nobody
inghouse works in South Philadelphia, lines drawn from a single point would fully selected full time apprentice work ited number of college graduates. Tui- else—who invaded Austria, Poland,
which was assigned the job because it be an inch apart.
in business, government, and other or- tion: $450. For catalogue and further Norway, Denmark. Holland, Belgium
The bearing will run on oil pads ganizations occupies about three information apply
was one of the few plants in the world
to: T. North White- France, Russia, Yugoslavia, Greece,
with space and equipment large enough with such frictionless smoothness that months.
head, Director, Management Training and all the others.
to handle it. But the task of machin- it could be turned by a motor having
FELLOWSHIPS: Radcliffe Col- Program, Radcliffe College, CamLet us be generous but let us not be
ing the steel surface of the bearing to less than half a horsepower, this in lege offers a limited number of fellow- bridge 38, Massachusetts.
undiscriminating in our generosity.
the specified tolerances required a bor- spite of the fact that the telescope and
ing mill larger than any heretofore its supporting structure have the proused. So the bearing was shipped via portions of a six-story building.
three freight cars to the East Pittsburgh plant, where a boring mill—
already one of the world's largest— The Travel Wise Sto a
was enlarged to a diameter of 44 feet.
CLAUDETTE COLBERT STARING tN ihiTERNATiONAt NCTURES "TOMORROW IS FOREVER"
Then began the work of paring off the
BANGOR * * *MAINE
steel until the bearing was within five
one-thousandths of an inch of a per"
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rocids
Cheery Rooms from $1.75
fect circle.
5 min. from R. R. Station
Almost immediately engineers ran
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